SSB Nabbed Hardcore Maoist

New Delhi - 12 July, 2017 – Based on a specific information, a joint search operation was launched by 18th Bn Dumka with Jharkhand police on 10.07.2017 at village Upper Pujadih P.S. Kathikund district Dumka and arrested one hardcore maoist.

During the operation at about 1715 hrs a hardcore maoist namely Rahul Dehri @ Suman Dehri, age about 19 years r/o Mahuvarghi P.S Kathikund district Dumka was arrested by operation parties. It is a big suffer on the part of naxals in the area. He was wanted in 10 naxal related cases of various police stations of district Dumka including the case of killing of SP Pakur Amit Balihar. He was also involved in killing of two jawans at Kathaldih and ambush on election polling party.

The following cases registered against him in various police stations in Dumka:-

3. Under PS Gopikander case 24/14 7 Sept. 2014 under Sec. 147, 148, 149, 435, 427 and under Arms act 27 and Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1935 under Sec. 13
4. Under PS Gopikander case 104/16 12 Jan. 2016 under Sec. 147, 148, 149, 435, 427 and under Arms act 27 and Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1935 under Sec. 13
5. Under PS Gopikander case 11/16 04 April 2016 under Sec. 342, 335 and UAP Act 13.

A proposal for the reward to the troops of 5 lakh is under consideration. Morale of troops is very high with his arrest as told by Commandant 18th Bn.
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